Awan admitted that he had sold the alcohol, but was unable to operate the CCTV to provide
footage to PC Robinson.
CCTV footage was provided to Police by the DPS, following a written request on 24th
February 2017, however the footage was found to be unplayable due to a virus being found
on the USB stick provided by the DPS. A request for a second copy was sent on 8th March
2017, and again on 17th March 2017, however as of today’s date no replacement copy has
been received.
In support of these, I enclose the following documents.
Statement from PC Duggan re 29th January 2017
Statement from PC Robinson re 29th January 2017
Statement from SPC Smith re 29th January 2017
Statement from PS Parr re 29th January 2017
Statement from PC Robinson re 19th February 2017
CCT V request letter dated 30th January 2017.
CCTV request letter dated 24th February 2017.
E-mail reminder dated 8th March 2017.
Email reminder dated 17th March 2017.

On 21st February 2017, in response to the incident on 19th February, Police applied for a
Closure Order under sec 76 Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, citing
the revocation, and the further incidents since that date. On 24th February 2017 the
Closure Order was granted, by consent, in terms which permitted the premises to remain
open 24-hours a day, but prohibited the sale, offer for sale, or exposure for sale of
alcoholic drinks between 0400h and 1200h (4am and midday) for a period of three
months.
Since 24th February 2017 MPS Licensing have not been notified of any further incidents
at the premises.
The MPS is content with the conditions imposed by the Magistrates Court on 24th
February. There is a revocation which is under appeal, and a closure order restricting the
sale of alcoholic beverages at times which alcohol-related anti-social behaviour occur in
the vicinity of the premises. It is the representation of the MPS that no further
adjustments to the licence are necessary at this time, save those which are already in
place.
Yours sincerely,

David Smith
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WITNESS STATEMENT
CJ Act 1967, s.9; MC Act 1980, ss.5A(3)(a) and 5B; Criminal Procedure Rules 2005, Rule 27.1
Statement of

A/PS 351LX ROBINSON ........................ URN:

Age if under 18

Over 18 ............

(if over 18 insert ‘over 18’)

01
Police Officer ..........................

Occupation:

This statement (consisting of: ....3 .... pages each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I
make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated anything in it
which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature:

..........................................................................

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded

Date:

...........................................

(supply witness details on rear)

On Sunday 29th January 2017 I was on duty in full uniform. I was driver of a marked police carrier call sign Lima
X - Ray 41. There were 6 other police officers on the carrier. I am a Designated Ward Officer for the area of
Vauxhall. I was on duty to prevent Anti-Social Behaviour caused through persons drinking Alcohol in the streets
and PLEASURE GARDENS. Lambeth is a controlled drinking zone which means drinking of alcohol in a public
space is prohibited when Anti-Social Behaviour is evident. I have numerous complaints from members of the
public every week regarding these issues.

At approximately 0740 hours I have been sat up in my police carrier stationary on KENNINGTON LANE
approximately 10 meters away from SUPERWAY EXPRESS, 344 KENNINGTON LANE, SE11 5HY. I had a
clear and unobstructed view of the front of the off licence. There was a group of 3 persons hanging around
outside. I have then seen a male, Black ethnicity, height 5 foot 9, skinny build, wearing Black baseball cap, green
kaki jacket, black jeans and black trainers standing at the service hatch of SUPERWAY EXPRESS. I now know
this male to be

date of birth

. His address is known to police.

has then been

handed a green bottle from someone inside SUPERWAY EXPRESS. I believed this to be a bottle of alcohol. I
have then instructed the Police officers in my police carrier to get out and go and speak to SALAT. PC 5196LX
and PC 363LX have then gone to speak with
from

. I have seen PC 363LX take a green bottle of Stella Artois

.

As I have got out I could see another male standing by the front entrance door of SUPERWAY EXPRESS. I now
know this male to be

date of birth

. I would describe him as black

ethnicity, height 5 foot 9 skinny build, wearing blue puffer jacket, blue jeans. I could see a can of Stella Artois in
his coat pocket. This can of alcohol was very cold to touch. I believe it had just come out of a fridge.
has then stated that he had bought the can of alcohol from a male member of staff from SUPERWAY EXPRESS.
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PC 351LX ROBINSON.........................................................................................

was heavily drunk and stunk of alcohol. His eyes were glazed over and he was slurring his speech when
speaking.

I have gone to speak with
speech.

who was still with my colleagues.

was also very drunk and slurring his

also stated that he had bought a bottle of Stella Artois from SUPERWAY EXPRESS. The bottle

was green in colour.

had been searched for drugs and no other items or bottles of any description had

been found. This was the bottle that I had seen been handed to

from a person inside SUPERWAY

EXPRESS.
I have been a police officer for 11 years working in Lambeth and I could clearly tell that both these males were
very drunk.

I have then started to knock the front door of SUPERWAY EXPRESS. I wanted to speak with a member of staff
regarding the selling of alcohol to drunk persons and to identify who has committed an offence of selling alcohol
to a person who is drunk contrary to Section 141 Licensing Act 2003.

I knocked the door for approximately 10 minutes. I also shouted through the open hatch that I was a police officer
and I needed someone to come and speak with me. No persons replied or came to the front door. The lights were
fully on in the shop and the rear door at the back of the shop was wide open. I have then left the area.

At about 0840 hours on 29/01/17 I have driven past SUPERWAY EXPRESS, KENNINGTON LANE. I have
noticed that the green shutters had been fully closed down on the off licence. They were open when I was present
earlier on dealing with the drunk males

At 0910 hours on 29/01/2017 I have driven past SUPERWAY EXPRESS, KENNINGTON LANE again. I have
then noticed that a member of staff was inside the shop. I have then stopped my police vehicle and gone inside the
off licence with my colleagues.

I immediately recognised the male to be Shakir ULLAH date of birth

address of

. I have previously dealt with ULLAH for selling alcohol to a drunk person
back in 15th October 2016. ULLAH was standing behind the counter. PC 363LX has then asked ULLAH who
was inside the premises from 0730 hours this morning. ULLAH has stated that he had been inside SUPERWAY
EXPRESS from 0300 hrs on 29/01/2017 helping Mr AWAN. PC 363LX has then asked who served alcohol to
males at 0740 hours from the store. ULLAH stated that he did not know who served them alcohol. ULLAH then
continued and said it definitely wasn’t himself and that he had not served any males alcohol this morning.
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PC 351LX ROBINSON.........................................................................................

ULLAH stated that he was definitely not working for Mr AWAN and not getting paid. PC 363LX has asked
ULLAH where Tahir AWAN was. AWAN is the Designated Premises Supervisor for SUPERWAY EXPRESS.
ULLAH stated that he had gone to hospital. But ULLAH could not give any time he left SUPERWAY EXPRESS
and why he had gone to hospital or what hospital he had gone to. PC 363LX has then asked ULLAH to view the
CCTV of the store. This was to look at the offence of selling alcohol to the drunk males. ULLAH stated that the
room was locked where the CCTV was located. ULLAH has then taken us down to the room where the CCTV is
located. The door to the room was in fact wide open. ULLAH was then asked if he knew the password to the
system. ULLAH said he did not. I have then asked ULLAH to contact AWAN to speak with him. ULLAH stated
that he has rung him numerous times but he was not answering the phone.
I have then left the premises with my colleagues.
While inside SUPERWAY EXPRESS I have taken a photograph of the fridge which contains alcohol. I can
clearly see that there is a space in front of the Stella Artois bottle on the shelf. This indicates that the bottle which
was sold at 0740 hours on 29/01/2017 could be from this point. I exhibit the photograph as PDR/1.
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WITNESS STATEMENT
CJ Act 1967, s.9; MC Act 1980, ss.5A(3)(a) and 5B; Criminal Procedure Rules 2005, Rule 27.1
Statement of

Alison PARR PS 94LX............................... URN:

Age if under 18

Over 18 ............

(if over 18 insert ‘over 18’)

01
Police Officer ..........................

Occupation:

This statement (consisting of: ....3 .... pages each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I
make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated anything in it
which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature:

..........................................................................

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded

Date:

29/01/2017 .........................

(supply witness details on rear)

On Sunday 29th January, 2017, I was on duty, in uniform. I was in marked Police Carrier LX41E with a number
of other Officers, namely A/PS ROBINSON 351LX, PC SIMMONDS 880LX, PC DUGGAN 363LX, PC
SORENSEN 443LX, SPC SMITH 5196LX and PCSO KELLY 7224LX. We were patrolling Vauxhall and
environs. At approximately 07.40 HOURS, we were driving from Vauxhall along Kennington Lane. I was sat
behind the driver, A/PS Robinson 351LX and had a clear and unobstructed view out of the front window of the
carrier. As we approached the off-licence, Superway Express, 344 Kennington Lane, SE11, my attention was
drawn to three black males standing on the pavement directly outside Superway Express. The carrier was about
ten metres away from Superway Express when I saw a hand emerge from inside Superway Express and pass a can
shaped item to one of the black males who was wearing a blue jacket; this male put the can shaped item into his
coat pocket.

I am the Police Sergeant for Prince’s Ward, which is the Neighbourhood Ward in which Superway Express is
located. I am aware that there have been a number of licensing breaches from Superway Express recently,
including the sale of individual cans of beer. I was immediately concerned that further breaches of licensing laws
were taking place. A/PS Robinson stopped the carrier just before Superway Express and I got out of the carrier
and walked up to Superway Express on foot. The shutter on the premises was completely raised, the lights were
on inside the venue and the square serving hatch beside the door was open. As I walked up, I saw an Asian male
inside the venue looking at me. This male looked anxious upon seeing myself and immediately went towards the
rear of the shop and out of my sight.

The three black males on the pavement remained outside Superway Express. PC SIMMONDS 880LX and I took
one of the males to one side. This male was a slim Somalian male, about 5ft 10 in height, wearing a blue puff
jacket with a grey hoodie underneath, blue jeans and trainer. I now know this male to be
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, of 57

.

searched by PC Simmonds under Section 23, Misuse of Drugs Act, 1971.

was

was clearly intoxicated; he

had red eyes, was swaying on the spot, his speech was slurred and he smelt of alcohol. During the course of the
search, a closed can of Stella Artois was found inside the left front jacket pocket of

. I explained to

that Lambeth is a controlled drinking zone and, as such, I was taking the can and disposing of the
contents. I then opened the can and poured the contents into the road. Whilst doing this, I noticed that the can and
its contents were very cold, indicating to me that it had only recently left a fridge. I asked
had got the can from,

where he

told me that he had just bought it from the off-licence behind him- Superway

Express, 344 Kennington Lane- but that he thought the off-licence had a 24 hour licence. I conducted a PNC
check on

and verified his details with a provisional driving licence that

had on him. The

PNC check revealed that

. Nothing else untoward was found by PC Simmonds
during the search and so
the dispersal to

was dispersed from the area of Vauxhall by PC Simmonds, who explained
and gave him the relevant form and map.

I was aware that the other two males with

then left the area.

had also been searched and that one was taken to Brixton

for a further search. I was also informed that this male had a bottle of Stella on him and had also stated that he had
just purchased this from Superway Express. All three males who we stopped were very obviously intoxicated and
should not have been served alcohol in their condition. Furthermore, two of the males had been sold individual
containers of beer, which is directly in contravention of the licensing conditions attached to Superway Express. I
therefore wanted to speak to the Asian male inside Superway Express who I believed had served the two males;
both A/PS Robinson and I knocked and banged loudly on the door of Superway Express for a number of minutes.
I could see into the back of the shop, where the door to the staff area was open and the lights were on, but no one
appeared from the back to allow us access. The front door to the shop was locked, but the serving hatch behind
the door was wide open. It was clear to me that the shop was occupied and it would have been impossible for
anyone inside the shop to not hear us banging on the door. I am of the opinion that the Asian male who I saw was
deliberately preventing me from accessing the premises. At approximately 0755 HOURS, my colleagues and I
left Superway Express, without gaining entry, to continue our patrols.

Later on 29/01/2017, at about 08.40 HOURS, I again drove past Superway Express, 344 Kennington Lane, with
the same Officers named above. At this time, the shutters outside the shop had been rolled down and Superway
Express appeared to be shut. Less than an hour later, at 09.10 HOURS, we again drove past and this time the
shutters were up and Superway Express appeared open. Therefore, we entered the shop and I spoke to a male
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present. This male was an Asian male and he had ID confirming his name, Mr Shakir ULLAH. Mr Ullah was the
only individual inside the shop. He was very furtive, refusing to give straight answers. Mr Ullah said that he had
been inside Superway Express since 0300 that morning, but denied serving any alcohol. Mr Ullah was unclear if
any other staff members had been present since his arrival and also said that he doesn’t really work there and was
just helping out. PC Duggan asked Mr Ullah about the CCTV in the shop, Mr Ullah initially said he didn’t know
where it was and then said that it was in a locked cabinet. Mr Ullah eventually showed PC Duggan where the
CCTV monitor was, but it was password protected and Mr Ullah claimed not to know the password. Throughout
my time inside Superway Express, Mr Ullah was uncooperative and unhelpful, appearing to wilfully refuse to
answer questions honestly and clearly or assist Police with enquiries. We left Superway Express for the final time
at approximately 08.55 HOURS on 29/01/2017.
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Tahir AWAN
Superway Express
344 Kennington Lane
London
SE11 5HY

LX - Lambeth Borough
Licensing and Night-time
Economy
International Hse
6 Canterbury Crescent
Brixton
SW9 7QE
Telephone: 0208 649 2089
Facsimile:
Email: LicensingLX@met.pnn.police.uk
www.met.police.uk
Your ref:
Our ref:
30 January 2017

Dear Mr AWAN
Following a number of allegations regarding instances of sales of alcohol to drunk persons,
please accept this letter as formal written request for copies of all CCTV footage covering
your premises for the following periods:1st January 2017 - 0245h to 0315h
11th January 2017 - 1740h to 1815h
29th January 2017 - 0700h to 0800h
I would take this opportunity to remind you of the following conditions of your Premises
Licence which relate to the storage, operation and supply of CCTV:“Conditions added by a meeting of the Licensing Sub-committee on 18 September 2014.
1 (ii) Any recording shall be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days.
(vi) A member of staff who is capable of operating the system must be present on the
premises at all times that licensable activities are taking place and must be able to
show…the Police contemporary footage on request.
(vii) A copy of any footage requested is to be provided to…the Police within 7 days of
receipt of the written request. Any software needed to play the footage must be supplied at
the same time.

Yours sincerely,

David Smith
Sgt - Lambeth Borough Police.

Tahir AWAN
Superway Express
344 Kennington Lane
London
SE11 5HY

LX - Lambeth Borough
Licensing and Night-time
Economy
International Hse
6 Canterbury Crescent
Brixton
SW9 7QE
Telephone: 0208 649 2089
Facsimile:
Email: LicensingLX@met.pnn.police.uk
www.met.police.uk
Your ref:
Our ref:
24th February 2017

Dear Mr AWAN
Following an allegation regarding an instance of sales of alcohol to drunk persons, please
accept this letter as formal written request for copies of all CCTV footage covering your
premises for the following period:Sunday 19th February 2017 0515h to 0545h
I would take this opportunity to remind you of the following conditions of your Premises
Licence which relate to the storage, operation and supply of CCTV:“Conditions added by a meeting of the Licensing Sub-committee on 18 September 2014.
1 (ii) Any recording shall be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days.
(vi) A member of staff who is capable of operating the system must be present on the
premises at all times that licensable activities are taking place and must be able to
show…the Police contemporary footage on request.
(vii) A copy of any footage requested is to be provided to…the Police within 7 days of
receipt of the written request. Any software needed to play the footage must be supplied at
the same time.
Please inform me via return of email or telephone when the CCTV is available to be
collected.
Yours sincerely,

David Smith
Sgt - Lambeth Borough Police.

Tahir AWAN
Superway Express
344 Kennington Lane
London
SE11 5HY

LX - Lambeth Borough
Licensing and Night-time
Economy
International Hse
6 Canterbury Crescent
Brixton
SW9 7QE
Telephone: 0208 649 2089
Facsimile:
Email: LicensingLX@met.pnn.police.uk
www.met.police.uk
Your ref:
Our ref:
30 January 2017

Dear Mr AWAN
Following a number of allegations regarding instances of sales of alcohol to drunk persons,
please accept this letter as formal written request for copies of all CCTV footage covering
your premises for the following periods:1st January 2017 - 0245h to 0315h
11th January 2017 - 1740h to 1815h
29th January 2017 - 0700h to 0800h
I would take this opportunity to remind you of the following conditions of your Premises
Licence which relate to the storage, operation and supply of CCTV:“Conditions added by a meeting of the Licensing Sub-committee on 18 September 2014.
1 (ii) Any recording shall be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days.
(vi) A member of staff who is capable of operating the system must be present on the
premises at all times that licensable activities are taking place and must be able to
show…the Police contemporary footage on request.
(vii) A copy of any footage requested is to be provided to…the Police within 7 days of
receipt of the written request. Any software needed to play the footage must be supplied at
the same time.

Yours sincerely,

David Smith
Sgt - Lambeth Borough Police.

